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‘Rock Against Rape’ highlights campus reality.

Family Dog and OHOP undergo
summer renovations

Jordan Houdeshell, Sports Editor
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Haley Sylvester
Staff Writer
In November 2016, the
Family Dog on Mill Street
in Orono will hit its four-

year anniversary. A restaurant known for its relaxed
atmosphere, great food and
weekend entertainment, the
business has been booming
since it’s founding in 2012.

One Family Dog regular
stated, “The Family Dog
has something for everyone,
four-legged or otherwise.
You can bring your dogs in

and a lot of options on the
menu are based off different
dog breeds.”
The restaurant features
rotating local beers on tap
and hosts “tap takeovers”

where local breweries can
come in and showcase their
products. There are many
seating options both inside
and on the newly renovated
patio outdoors.

Minor renovations began on the patio and general
restaurant in the spring of
2016. In July 2016, the patio was completely closed
down to finish renovations
and expansion plans. The
new patio features a bigger
area, complete with tall-top
seating and grass. Owner
Bob Cutler explained that
people like the “open atmosphere” of the new patio
style. The patio advertises
for the restaurant effortlessly — people drive by
and see their friends outside
enjoying food and drinks
and are prompted to stop in
themselves.
The newly renovated patio also features a 15-foot
screen that plays shows,
movies and other events
for the customers while
they are enjoying their food
and drinks. Cutler refers to
the events as “fam dog and
chill.” On Thursday, Sept.
1, the screen featured the
UMaine vs. University of
Connecticut football game
held at UConn. Other nights,
it has featured shows such as
“Parks and Recreation” and
movies like “Mean Girls.”
Cutler strives to create
and maintain a business that
is “comfortable” for his customers. He runs a restaurant
See Family on A2

Students protest Brock UMaine accepts largest
incoming freshman
Turner’s release
class is school history

Aliya Uteuova
Culture Staff Writer

On Friday, Sept. 2, Brock
Turner was released from
Santa Clara County jail.
Turner served three months
of his six-month sexual assault sentence.
People across the country protested Turner’s early
release. Last Friday, a dozen or so protesters gathered
outside Turner’s family
home in Dayton, Ohio. That
same day, 20 University of
Maine students protested
Turner’s release on the steps
of Fogler Library.
“We were protesting the
judge [Persky], Turner’s
actions and rape culture
in general,” Sam Saucier
shared. Saucier is a member
of the Student Women’s Association (SWA) and president of the Student Alliance
for Sexual Health (SASH) at
UMaine.
On Jan. 18, 2015,
ex-Stanford
University
student Brock Turner was
arrested for sexually assaulting an unconscious
woman behind a dumpster.
On March 30, 2016, a unanimous jury verdict found
Turner guilty of sexual assault. He was convicted of
three felony charges: assault
with intent to commit rape
of an intoxicated or unconscious person, penetration
of an intoxicated person and
penetration of an unconscious person. Prosecutors
asked that Turner be sentenced to six years in prison.
However, Santa Clara County Superior Court Judge
Aaron Persky gave Turner
Tuesday
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a six-month jail sentence
and three years of probation.
Judge Persky’s lenient decision instantly drew national
attention. Over 1.3 million
people signed a petition
calling for Persky to be removed from his judicial position.
UMaine students held
signs with words “rapist”
and messages that called to
end sexual assault on campus. One of the signs read:
“I have BBQ sauce that’s
been in the fridge longer
than Brock Turner was in
jail.”
“One of the reasons why
people are afraid to come
forward about being sexually assaulted is because people like Brock Turner only
get 3 months,” Saucier said.
“They [victims] are afraid
that they are not going to be
believed.”
The protesters demonstrated that they stand in
solidarity with the victims
of sexual assault.
“We want survivors to
know that they are supported,” Saucier added.
The protest started at 10
a.m. and lasted for an hour.
While some students did not
pay attention to the demonstrators, others stopped to
take pictures and some took
the time to talk to the protestors. One of them was Dale
Winslow, a senior at UMaine.
“I do think that there was
a potential conflict of interest in terms of the case,”
Winslow said. “The influence that his family has,
appears to have been something that did not allow for a

Wednesday
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just punishment.”
“When it comes to things
in our society that involve
rape and sexual assault,
it’s important to not only
be aware, but try to get as
much context as possible,”
Winslow said.
Last week, the Maine
chapter of Sigma Phi Epsilon (Sig-Ep) held its annual
campout on the mall. Brothers of Sig-Ep camped out for
24 hours all week to raise
awareness about domestic
violence and sexual assault.
“It was great to see the
protest,” Sig-Ep brother Eddie Gonnella said. “A lot of
people are unhappy about
what happened. It’s a surprising verdict the fact that
he [Turner] is already out.”
Members of the fraternity approached the protesters
and handed out flyers about
the Rock Against Rape concert.
Spruce Run-Womancare
Alliance and Sig-Ep teamed
up to present The Mallett
Brothers and The Ghost of
Paul Revere on Aug. 30 at
the Somerset parking lot.
Resources about sexual assault were available at the
concert.
“Sexual assault is a really big issue for everyone
at college,” Gonnella said.
“A lot of the times, it gets
thrown at just fraternity life
or athletes. But really, it’s
a problem across the entire
college campus.”
According to Bureau of
Justice Statistics, 1 in 5 undergraduate females will be
sexually assaulted while in

See Protest on A?
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Haley Sylvester
Staff Writer
On Friday, Aug. 26,
2016, the University of
Maine welcomed its largest incoming class to date,
with 2,300 first-year students.
Throughout the weekend, hundreds of Maine
Hello volunteers greeted
new students by answering
questions, helping move
belongings into their residence hall rooms and running community service
projects through UMaine’s
Bodwell Center for Service and Volunteerism. The
Maine Hello is a university
tradition that is part of the
first-year experience on
campus.
According to a university press release, 56 percent of the freshman class
is from Maine and 44 percent are from out of state,
a number that has steadily
increased over the years.
The Vice President for
Student Affairs and Dean
of Students, Robert Dana,
reported “We have been
much more intentional in
terms of recruiting students
here in Maine and in states
across the nation. With
careful use of financial
aid, increasing standards,
and sharing the remarkable stories of UMaine we
have engaged more student
interest and more students
are finding that UMaine is
their preferred academic,
cultural and social home.”
Friday
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Third-year economics
student Marsha Pominova
has not experienced much
of an impact from the incoming freshman class.
“The School of Economics
is small, and my classes do
not have many freshmen in
them. I can imagine that the
impact on freshman classes
such as Biology 100 have
been a lot more severe.”
She also explained that
the possible overcrowding
could be unpleasant for the
campus.
Commuter students are
experiencing parking issues, as well as general
chaos, while coming into
and leaving campus each
day. Not only are the roads
far busier, so are general
university facilities such as
the library, the recreational center and the Memorial
Union.
Dana explains that there
is a certain “energy that
comes with more people
being in a community.”
The freshman class of more
than 2,000 students has
brought the total enrollment to over 11,000, with
its highest ever number of
out-of-state students — 30
percent.
Sage Riendeau, a firstyear engineering student,
instantly felt at home when
he moved into Knox Hall
on Aug. 26. “I feel like I’ve
been here for two years already — it’s such a family
atmosphere. The size of my
class doesn’t really affect
me… we’re not spending
Saturday
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time with all 2,300 kids all
the time.” A native of Salem, Maine, he chose UMaine because it’s the “best
school for its price”— and
because of how comfortable he feels in the community and his classes after
the first week. “The professors here care — we’re not
just numbers to them.”
One professor discussed
the impact on his lower
level courses, explaining
his thrill that accompanies
growing classes of incoming students — “it’s more
people to impact.” He explained that the size of the
freshman class has certainly made the campus busier, but it will also make it
increasingly pristine. With
the number of applications
increasing each year to the
University of Maine system, it will give the university a chance to be more
selective with the types of
students it allows in the
community.
The university has identified increasing enrollment
as a key priority. With the
enrollment of over 2,000
students this year, Dana explained that the Orono campus is “vibrant and exciting
with students from Maine,
all across the nation, and
all across the world.” He
believes the community is
filled with students looking
to learn and increase their
diverse thinking through
the endless opportunities
available.
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Governor
LePage
Apologizes For
Threatening
Voicemail, But
Stands Behind
His Words

He defended himself
by saying, “Being called
racist is very, very sensiAfter being asked about tive to me.” He described
previous comments that it as a “horrible thing” for
were criticized as racist, him. “It was enormously
Gov. Paul LePage said, hurtful. It hurt my fami“When you go to war… ly.”
and the enemy dresses in
During a radio broadred, and you dress in blue cast on Tuesday, LePage
you shoot at the people in apologized to the people
red don’t you? You shoot of Maine. He said, “I have
at the enemy. You try to never met a person who’s
identify the enemy and been perfect and not made
the enemy right now, the a mistake and hopefully
overwhelming
majority the people of Maine will
of people coming in, are say, ‘OK, we’ll forgive
people of color or people you this time and you
of Hispanic origin.”
clean up your act and let’s
On Thursday Aug. 25, move forward.’”
a reporter suggested to
Democrats in Maine
the Maine Governor that say LePage isn’t fit to
Democrathold office and
ic state repneeds to step
resentative
down.
Drew Gattine
R e p u b had
called
licans
have
him a racist.
also expressed
“Being called
When LePage
concerns and
racist is very,
couldn’t get
asked the govvery sensitive
ahold of Gaternor to come
to me. It was
tine to conup with a plan
front him, he
for corrective
enormously
left him an
action.
hurtful. It hurt
unpleasant
During a ramy family.”
and threatendio interview
ing voicemail
with WVOM
Paul LePage
ending with,
on
Tuesday,
Governor
“I want you
Aug. 30 he
to record this
stated,
“I’m
and make it
looking at all
public
beoptions,
I’m
cause I am after you. not go- ing to say that
LePage also told re- I’m not going to finish
porters he wished it were [my term]. I’m not saying
1825 so he could shoot that I am going to finish
Gattine in a duel.
it.”
These comments made
After hinting that he
other leading Democrats might abort his second
to urge him to resign. term, he came back on
Representative Sara Gide- Wednesday and said, “I
on of Freeport said, “We will not resign. I’m not
strongly and regretful- an alcoholic, and I’m not
ly feel that he is unfit to a drug addict, and I don’t
serve as governor of the have mental issues. What
state of Maine right now.” I have is a backbone.”
LePage also tweeted,
LePage found out that
Gattine used the words “Regarding rumors of res“racially charged” instead ignation, to paraphrase
of calling him a racist Mark Twain: ‘The reports
and he apologized. But he of my political demise are
still stands behind what greatly exaggerated.’”
he said and he doesn’t
believe he used racially
charged language.
Nadia Rashed
Contributor
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Family Dog
from A1

that can be home to college
friends eating and drinking
as well as quiet, family dinners.
With the opening of
the new patio, the business
hours have expanded. Previously, the restaurant closed
at 10 p.m. each night. But
with the new business coming in, the hours on Friday

and Saturday nights have
expanded to 12 a.m.
Orono House of Pizza
(OHOP) on Park Street in
Orono also recently focused
on renovations to their parking lot. In the spring of 2016,
the parking lot was unpaved
and unfinished, making it
hard for customers and delivery drivers to get in and
out of the restaurant and
parking spaces.
Over the summer months,
the driveway was finished,

Jordan Houdeshell, Sports Editor

paved and organized for a
more effective business.
There are now specific parking spaces as well as space
for the delivery drivers to
make their deliveries more
efficient. The drivers previously had to pull into parking spaces anywhere they
could in the parking lot —
now, they have designated
areas in the back and sides
of the building, creating an
overall easier delivery experience for the workers.

OHOP is a popular pizza
joint in Orono. They offer
pick-up and delivery, various deals throughout the
week, and are located conveniently close to campus.
Business hours are 11 a.m.
to 2 a.m.
Business is expected to
increase with the new parking lot, access for the delivery drivers and the addition
of the student complex The
Avenue.

Protest
from A2

Students protest Brock Turner’s release outside Fogler Library

Aliya Uteunova, Staff

Divided Maine
Legislature fails to find
consensus on LePage
Allyson Eslin
Editor in Chief
Maine Governor Paul
LePage’s now viral message on Aug. 26 to Rep.
Drew Gattine (D-Westbrook), left via a short
voicemail with the instruction to “share it [the
message] widely” spurred
on a fresh wave of conflict in the Maine State
legislature this week.
The governor, who has
been the subject of frequent calls for impeachment by Maine Democrats, faced renewed
efforts by numerous legislators endeavoring to
either encourage or force
him to leave his post. A
petition to impeach the
governor circulated on
social media, while even
Republican
lawmaker
Sen. Amy Volk (R-Scarborough) expressed concern about the governor’s
behavior.
“I share your deep concerns regarding the governor’s behavior. What I
do not know is whether it
is due to substance abuse,
mental illness or just ignorance. I certainly hope
that his family and small
circle of close staff are
considering how best to
address the issue. Things
definitely appear to be
out of control,” Volk said
in a Facebook post following the incident.
The relationship between Maine’s two-term
governor and Demo-

crats has been tumultuous—with Speaker of
the House Mark Eves
(D-North Berwick) going so far as to sue the
governor in 2015 — a
case that was ultimately dismissed earlier this
year.
The governor has
sharply divided an already tense legislature
with his casual tone and
controversial
talking
points, some finding
them refreshing and others finding them both
insensitive and brash.
A similar divide exists
among Maine citizens,
who reelected LePage in
2014 without a majority
of the popular vote.
For an instant, quibbling between the two
sides seemed avoidable
— with Majority Leader
Mike Thibodeau (R-Waldo) and Speaker Mark
Eves in talks for a tentative truce that would
address the situation
without typical partisan
gridlock.
But differences in
each side’s perspective
on what action should
be taken against the governor—with
Republicans arguing for censure
and Democrats for impeachment — ultimately
forced the deal to dissolve before any consensus could be reached.
House
Republican
Leader Ken Fredette
(R-Newport) was particularly alarmed by what

he believes is Eves’ use
of a measure beyond his
authority. Eves conducted an email poll about the
reconvening of a Special
Session of the Legislature
on LePage’s behavior this
past week.
“Pursuant to Article
IV, Part Third, Section
1 of the Constitution of
Maine, it is my understanding that the authority to reconvene a special
session requires a polling
of the full Legislature,
meaning both the House
and Senate, with, presumably, the same question,”
Fredette said in a letter
to the Speaker on Sept.
2. Senate President Mike
Thibodeau and Senate
Minority Leader Justin
Alfond (D-Portland) were
also copied on the letter.
“It is my understanding
no such agreement has
been made, that no such
polling of the Senate is
taking place at this time
and that your unilateral
action on conducting this
poll question is beyond
your authority under the
Constitution of the State
of Maine and further
rules and precedent in the
Maine House of Representatives,” he finished.
Though initially appearing open to potential
resignation, LePage has
since indicated he has
no such intention. The
governor has since apologized to the people of
Maine for his comments.

college.
Last Monday, California
lawmakers
unanimously
passed a legislation that requires a prison sentence for
people convicted of sexually assaulting an unconscious
person. If this bill becomes a
law, probation, a prison term
for the above crime would
be mandated.
“Sexually assaulting an
unconscious or intoxicated
victim is a terrible crime
and our laws need to reflect
that,’ Bill Dodd, one of the
bill’s authors, said. ”Letting
felons convicted of such
crimes get off with probation discourages other survivors from coming forward
and sends the message that
raping incapacitated victims
is no big deal.”
“I think the protest is
entirely appropriate; we
have the ability to protest,”
Winslow said. “I think that
people should have the right
to be outraged, and let the
public know when they feel
something is not okay.”
The Office of Sexual Assault and Violence Prevention is located on the 3rd
floor of Memorial Union.
If you would like to learn
more about SWA or SASH,
please contact Sam Saucier
on FirstClass.
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Weekly Updates
Police
Beat

UMPD

The best from UMaine’s finest
Jacob Posik
News Editor
With a heavy influx of
new students on campus
given UMaine’s acceptance of its largest incoming freshman class,
the University of Maine
Police Department had
a busy and eventful first
weekend.
In total, there were 107
incidents on campus that
UMPD officials handled
between Thursday, Sept.
1 and Saturday, Sept. 3.

Some of these incidents
were resolved without
further disciplinary action
by UMPD or the University of Maine while others resulted in summonses for violations of state
and federal laws or the
student code of conduct.
Some of the incidents
recorded over the weekend included:
-Alcohol offense: 14

-Intoxicated persons: 2
-Controlled Substance
problems: 6
-Noise complaints: 3
-Ambulance/medical
assistance needed: 3
-Disorderly conduct: 1
-Criminal mischief: 1

The World
This Week

September 2: Local government in Summerville, South Carolina
decides to aerially spray small area of their town for Zika-carrying
mosquitoes. As a result, millions of bees were killed which poses
serious health and biological concerns for the area.
September 3: The Phillipines have blamed an ISIS-related group for
a deadly bombing that killed 14 and injured more than 60 in Davao
City.
September 4: Turkey’s prime minister announces that Turkish forces
and Syrian rebels have cleared an area between the towns of Azaz
and Jarablus, driving out ISIS

Tuesday, September 6, 2016

Briefs

Quick news from around the
University of Maine System

Jacob Posik
News Editor
Earthquake
rattles
Oklahoma and surrounding states
Homes and businesses
were affected in areas of
Oklahoma on Saturday due
to a 5.6 magnitude earthquake recorded in the state.
The United States Geological Survey said the earthquake took place around
7:02 pm at the epicenter of
Pawnee, Okla., a town of
roughly 2,200 people located north of Tulsa. According
to the Wall Street Journal,
U.S. seismologists have tied
the event to the underground
disposal of wastewater from
oil and gas drilling, or fracking.
Mary Fallon, the state’s
governor, ordered 37 entities
within a 500-mile radius to
shut down production after
the event. No serious inju-

News • A5
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ries were reported from the
earthquake.
Mother Teresa canonized
The late Mother Teresa,
a renown Catholic nun who
devoted her life to helping
the poor and unprivileged,
has been declared a saint in
a canonization Mass in the
Vatican on Sunday. Masses gathered in St. Peter’s
square in Vatican City as
Pope Francis held the ceremony giving Mother Teresa
this distinction.
Speaking in Latin, Francis said that “after due deliberation and frequent prayer
for divine assistance, and
having sought the counsel of
many of our brother bishops,
we declare and define Blessed Teresa of Calcutta to be
a saint, and we enroll her
among the saints, decreeing
that she is to be venerated as
such by the whole church.”

Remains of Minnesota
boy discovered 27 years
later
The family of a Minnesota boy who went missing
27 years ago found closure
over the weekend when the
remains of Jacob Wetterling,
who went missing in 1989,
were found. “The Ramsey
County Medical Examiner
and a forensic odontologist
identified the remains as
Wetterling’s earlier today”
the Stearns County Sheriff’s
Office said Saturday in a
news release.
Wetterling went missing
at age 11 when a man with a
gun stopped him, his brother and a friend while riding
their bikes home from a convenient store. Wetterling was
abducted by a masked man
and was never seen again.
Unnamed sources told the
Minneapolis Star Tribune
that a suspect in the case led

investigators to Wetterling’s
remains. The initial press release by authorities did not
name a suspect or include
charges for any crime, but
investigators said they “expect to be in a position to
provide more detailed information early next week.”
Presidential
Election
update
Donald Trump visited
both Mexico and Detroit
this week in what were highly publicized trips for the
Republican candidate for
president. While in Mexico,
Trump stated there were no
talks of who would pay for
the wall he plans to build if
elected president. In Detroit,
Trump spoke to a largely
African-American audience
about fixing the economic
hardships in their communities despite the swarms
of protestors outside of the
event.
“When I see wages falling, people out of work, I
know the hardships this inflicts and I am determined
to do something about it. I
will do something about it,”
Trump said. “I do get things
done, I will tell you. I’m going to get things done.”

Democratic
candidate
Hillary Clinton dominated
headlines last week with her
ongoing email controversy
during her time as Secretary of State and questions
surrounding the Clinton
Foundation. Clinton was
blasted in the media for her
comments to FBI investigators, which included that she
didn’t know the ‘C’ designation on emails meant they
were classified.
Up-to-date
aggregate
polling data shows Clinton’s
once sizeable lead has diminished to just two points.
Hurricane Hermine
After causing flooding,
widespread power outages
and evacuations in parts of
Florida, post-tropical cyclone Hermine is slowly
making its way up the Eastern seaboard, bringing rain
and winds that have many
Americans on edge. Meteorologists now expect Hermine to bend its path off to
sea and avoid battering New
England states, but new concerns have been raised for
Nova Scotia and other parts
of Canada if the storm continues on its current path.
Residents of Pasco Coun-

ty, Florida, were asked to
evacuate their homes two
days after the storm touched
down in preparation for
flooding due to the rising
waters of the Anclote River.
It is expected to take over
a week to restore power to
the area. Hermine is being
blamed for the death of one
Florida resident thus far.
Giant snakeskin identified as anaconda
Westbrook officials concluded last week that a large
snakeskin found in Riverbank Park came from an anaconda. The skin is believed
to belong to an eight to nine
foot anaconda, but officials
don’t know if the skin was
planted as a hoax or if it
came off of a live snake. Local law enforcement officials
continue to search for the
snake and plan to euthanize
it if it is located.
Multiple times this summer, Westbrook residents
have claimed to see the
snake in and around bodies
of water in the surrounding
areas, but the snake has never been located by officials.
The skin was measured at
12 feet, one inches long and
four inches in diameter.
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Editorial: ‘Rock Against Rape’ highlights
unfortunate campus reality

On Sept. 2, two Mainebased rock bands joined together to put on a show for
the University of Maine.
Their part folk, part Americana blends filled the Somerset parking lot, where a bake
sale and donation jar also
made appearances. This concert offered more than a good
time — it gave attendees a
chance to support the eradication of one of the most
prevalent hardships on college campuses nationwide:
sexual assault.
The Mallett Brothers and
The Ghost of Paul Revere
were brought to campus
by Sigma Phi Epsilon for
their annual Rock Against
Rape concert. Donations

were gathered to support the
Spruce Run-Womancare Alliance: a nonprofit dedicated
to supporting victims of domestic abuse and sexual violence, as well as striving toward the end of these issues.
This is not an unheard of
issue. Sexual assault awareness has been making leaps
and bounds in recent years.
Posters, discussions and support groups are easily found
on campus. Resources are
abundant online. Yet this violence continues to darken
our campuses. The statistics
have been repeated again
and again: 1 in 5 women and
1 in 16 men will experience
some form of sexual assault
during their college years,

and around 90 percent of victims do not report the assault,
according to the National
Sexual Violence Resource
Center (NSVRC). These figures are ever-changing as we
further understand sexual violence and dig deeper into its
reaches.
Sexual assault has been
making headlines recently in
far too many college-based
cases, including the widely
known Brock Turner case
that made waves on the
UMaine campus as well. On
Friday, Sept. 2, the same day
as the Rock Against Rape
concert, students protested
Turner’s premature release
in front of Fogler Library.
His already lenient six month

sentence had been halved.
The prevalence of sexual assault is made worse by
slack consequences for perpetrators across the country.
Jail time, if served in the
first place, rarely lasts to its
recommended
minimum,
and offenders are let off on
“good behavior” to minimize
damages to their “promising
future.” Little attention is
given to the victims themselves, and we quietly support this type of violence by
failing to hold perpetrators
accountable for their appalling actions.
The NSVRC also cites
that more than 50 percent
of assaults on camps occur
from August to November.

Assigned reading during
syllabus week a trial
Sam Tracy
Contributor
It’s the basic understanding
of college students and professors alike that once courses
start, they’re already running
at full speed. However, when
asked, students and professors
give very different answers
on the importance of syllabus
week. To professors, it’s the beginning of a new semester and
time to start setting the pace for
the next fifteen weeks to follow.
To students, syllabus week is
free week. Other than picking
your seat for the rest of the semester and figuring out if you
know other classmates, nothing
serious is supposed to happen.
It can feel like an understandable betrayal when professors
buckle down right from the gate,
sometimes assigning homework on the first day. Anger and
frustration can seem justified,
prompting fresh complaints between friends and roommates
about the inconvenience of it.
There is a real unfairness to assignments during the first week
— specifically textbook reading
or online content.
Technical troubles plague
students, particularly freshmen, attempting to set up and

adjust to all different accounts:
FirstClass, BlackBoard, MaineStreet and various branch-offs
or private online components
to in-person sessions. While the
university is constantly advertising affordable prices at the
bookstore and accessibility of its
online store, students are stuck
waiting for preordered textbooks or find themselves out of
luck if copies run out. If you’re
fortunate enough to have an online service like Amazon Prime
to get the class materials needed
quickly, you’re still behind if a
professor assigns reading or responses to text you don’t have.
On top of this, the money
troubles students face contributes to the rush to get textbooks
right after financial aid kicks in.
Some professors are thoughtful enough to supply the first
few readings to give you a bit
of time, and yet some forget
that the assigned textbook runs
anywhere between $50 to $400
and often comes out of our own
pockets if we buy it too soon.
Refunds are all well and good
when September hits, but some
students can’t afford the wait.
Certain students enter AddDrop week knowing exactly
what their game plan is for the
semester. They didn’t buy the

book because they’re switching
out of one or more of the classes they thought would work for
them last spring but changed
their mind over the summer. For
others, Add-Drop week is relatively stable with a plan to stick
with the classes you have.
A small group, however,
have no idea what their plan is.
Some might change their mind
after finding out a professor
teaches in a way that doesn’t suit
them, or the class material is too
difficult. If professors demand
we buy the textbook before
we’ve even been to class once,
we lose substantial money when
we go to return it a week later. If
we join a class late and work is
already assigned or even turned
in, we’re behind.
In the whirlwind of the first
week of school, it is tempting to
jump right in. But often times,
it is unfair to students. Professors should put serious thought
into what they can do to make
the transition of summer break
to school easier for their new
students: either physically, mentally or financially. They should
also consider whether or not
that $200 textbook and online
access code is really worth it to
students enrolled in five classes
at a time.
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This is nearly the entirety of
our fall semester. This is no
way to start off the school
year. Students should not
have to worry about protecting themselves when they
are easing into the semester.
Nobody anywhere, any time
should need to worry about
potential assault.
Sexual assault is a
multi-faceted problem with
many contributing factors,
and it has carried on far too
long at such high magnitudes. Ideally, this violence
would come to a complete
stop — no victims, no occurrences, no hazy incidents
that might or might not be
violation. We would not read
about popular campuses with

yet another case going to
trial. We would not need to
hold these protests or raise
constant awareness.
It is not enough anymore
to keep the conversation going. Dialogue is crucial for
giving survivors an outlet
to tell their stories and raise
awareness, but that alone
will not push our society to
the finish line. Action follows conversation. Whether
that action involves stepping
in when a dangerous situation arises, educating children before this can become
a problem in their generations or honestly punishing
those who perpetuate these
crimes, we need to do something.

Still waiting for
the hush to fall
Jessica Moore
Contributor
Western business and
professional culture, in its
current state, favors the
outspoken.
Gregarious,
loud and outgoing people who actively strive for
leadership positions find
their extroverted traits advantageous to social success. More often than not,
the quiet archetype is a hindrance to reaching achievements of personal potential.
Recently, this reality has
been treated less like a matter of fact and more like a
construct open for innovation.
Several
prominent
speakers and authors, such
as Susan Cain and Jonathan Rauch, have begun
to address the loss of creative potential that occurs
when one communicative
style dominates the social
framework. The validity
of this observation or its
moral justness is not under
review here. Extroverts: be
mindful! Introverts: be advocates! Rather, I am questioning whether this climate

should extend into the university environment.
Ultimately, academics
should find a balance between providing a solace
of scholarship in its most
meaningful form, as well
as preparing students for
success in environments
beyond those of pure erudition. Some courses will
necessarily favor the extrovert, as many western
professional environments
do. The former, however, is
the paramount and unique
purview of academia and
should compel the cultivation of an environment
which respects intellectual
expression from any communication style.
It is worth noting that
the professional academic
environment can be a comfortable fit for many introverts. As a student, however, falling within the same
trope can prove a hindrance
to success. Many grading
systems favor the extrovert,
who may easily take center
stage in classroom discussions or opportunities to answer questions where speed
or outspokenness matter

more than the thoughtfulness of the answer. Ironically, a larger class can be
conducive to introversive
advancement; participation
of every student, measured
through clicker polling or
frequent digitally collected
feedback, allows introverts
and extroverts equal space
to express their capacity to
engage the material.
In significant expanses
elsewhere in the academic
climate, however, depth of
thought matters less than
the behavior through which
it is communicated. Several
years navigating this system
may result in a student’s
adaptation to this environment, but what may be lost
along the path to conformation within the constraints
of extrovert-centricity? It is
true and good that the academy should cultivate effective leaders. More deeply-rooted in this cultivation
should be the fostering of
thoughtful leaders of all intellectual processing styles
and the conscious construction of an environment with
space for fruitful discourse
from all.
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On protecting our land –
In defense of the Katahdin
Woods and Waters
National Monument
Kim Crowley
Contributor
On Aug. 24, President
Barack Obama passed an executive order establishing the
Katahdin Woods and Waters
National Monument. Located East of Baxter State Park,
Katahdin Woods and Waters
is a sprawling 87,500 acres
of land found within Maine’s
North Woods.
The land’s history began
thousands of years ago, when
Native Americans first inhabited the area and relied on its
rich natural materials to survive. Since then, the woods
have acted as both a resource
for loggers and native tribes
and as a muse for writers,
artists and photographers. As
stated within the executive
order, the land is considered
an “extraordinary natural
and cultural landscape,” and
should be protected as such.
However, in the days since
the monument’s establish-
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ment, a significant amount of
opposition has come to light.
Maine Governor Paul LePage
released a statement decrying
President Obama’s decision,
stating that the order “once
again demonstrates that rich,
out-of-state liberals can force
their unpopular agenda on the
Maine people against their
will.” Many Maine residents
worried about maintaining
open access for hunting and
similar activities and considered the executive order
a federal encroachment on
state rights. Others believed
the monument would be too
radical of a change for the
region, bringing unwanted
tourism and perhaps a cultural shift from the traditional
rural northern Maine lifestyle.
Though I see the validity
of their sentiment, the opposition is pining for a longpast age of Maine — an age
where mill towns and forestry
reliably and steadily reigned

the state’s economy. While
some of Maine’s industries
continue to stagnate, the state
is in high need of new forms
of income and job opportunities. And as proven with the
extremely popular Acadia
National Park, nature-based
tourism is an important part
of Maine’s economic shift.
An astounding 2.8 million
people visited Acadia in
2015, generating about $305
million worth of revenue
and supporting 3,878 related jobs. These hundreds of
millions of dollars are going
back into Maine’s economy
and encouraging growth.
With a new national monument now in play, there will
be more jobs and even more
income brought in to benefit the state. This prospect is
something that should be anticipated, not reviled.
I admit, I am not a native
resident of northern Maine. I
am a flatlander who has spent
the majority of my life on the

opposite side of the country.
My home region, the Pacific
Northwest, contains some of
the most beloved U.S. national parks and monuments:
a fact which is widely celebrated by our own state’s residents. These national parks
and monuments are both a
means of economic support
for the region and a promise
that our most cherished lands
will be protected. Though
we are a few thousand miles
away from Oregon and
Washington, I believe that
the same principles apply to
Katahdin Woods and Waters.
Just as the declaration of
the area will be an economic
boon, it will assure the maintenance of its natural and
cultural integrity. Despite
the backlash, I do think the
establishment of Katahdin
Woods and Waters National
Monument will ultimately do
a great amount of good for all
people — residents and tourists alike.

Is antipatriotism a
fair method
of protest?
Nina Mahaleris
Contributor
San Francisco 49ers quarterback, Colin Kaepernick,
has recently become heavily
scrutinized by both the media and the American public
after his refusal to stand for
the national anthem out of
protest against systemic injustice. His actions have now
erupted a nation-wide debate
about what exactly is acceptable as “peaceful protest.”
In fact, it can be said that
the movement as a whole
was ill-conceived. Should
we, the American public, allow and encourage this type
of anti-patriotism?
I went to a private Catholic elementary school. One
of my earliest memories at
that school was standing
beside my peers, facing the
American flag which hung
in the corner of the room and
reciting the national anthem.
I did that every morning for
over a decade.
Unfortunately, this isn’t
something that schools allow
anymore. The American flag
doesn’t hang in classrooms
today. We have completely
shifted our culture into believing that the United States
has not done us any good.
Apparently, that means we
are now allowed to publicly
disrespect our own nation.
This is not the first time
in history we have seen civil
rights movement turn controversial. In the last few
years, most notably, since
the murder of Trayvon Martin, Americans have taken to

extreme methods of protest.
These methods often include
defacing governmental and
public property and even setting fire to the American flag.
It would be nice, albeit untrue, to say that there
is nothing wrong with this
country. I would love to be
able to say that we are not
a nation built upon slavery,
with systemic injustice and
inequality, and that we give
fair and equal opportunity to
each and every citizen. The
truth is, systemic injustice
and oppression continues
to exist here. However, that
does not allow me to disrespect the country I have been
born into and the land that
has provided me with freedoms that I sometimes forget
to appreciate.
The American flag is a
symbol of the unity of the
U.S. It symbolizes the freedom given to us every day
that may be taken for granted. Is it fair to denounce our
entire nation and history in
exchange for a civil rights
movement? Although I believe the Black Lives Matter Movement is crucial and
stands for a good cause, we
should not abandon an important part of our history
and culture.
There is a difference between protesting peacefully
and causing civic upheaval. After all, it is what Dr.
King spent his entire adult
life fighting to change. We
can make change peacefully without disrespecting the
only country that continually
fights to protect our freedom.

Courtesy of Caitlyn Burman
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Across
1. Flirtatious overture
5. Send, as merchandise
9. Meaningless talk,
slangily
13. Bk. before Job
14. Singer’s syllables
15. D’Artagnan’s romanticizer
16. Frizzy do
17. Israeli guns
18. 1976 presidential
hopeful Morris ___
19. Trustees’ get-together
22. Trying experience
23. Minimally
27. Biblical boat builder
30. Hat tipper
31. With 43-Across,
courteous reception
36. In on, with “to”
37. Eastern nanny
38. Star in Cygnus
40. Assayers’ subjects
41. Donates
43. See 31-Across

Crossword

45. Draw out
47. Annual May race,
familiarly
48. Place for an icon
50. Shameless
55. 4-point H, for instance
58. “Ditto”
61. It has its ups and
downs
62. Huffed and puffed
63. Commemorative book
64. Prefix meaning
“within”
65. Pimples on pupils
66. Heart
67. Watched carefully
68. Whaler’s adverb
Down
1. R&B singer Bryson
2. Concerning
3. Valuable stringed
instrument, for short
4. Vacation spot
5. Irresponsible building

owner
6. Skyline obscurer
7. “Would ___ to you?”
8. Angel hair, e.g.
9. (To) determine based
on
10. “___ Believer” (Monkees’ #1 hit)
11. Kilmer of “At First
Sight”
12. Immigrant’s subj.
15. Big name in tires
20. Two-time Emmy
winner Delany
21. “___ be a pleasure”
24. Burning
25. Big Dipper star count
26. Hotel room happening, perhaps
28. In ___ (peevish)
29. Artist Toulouse-Lautrec
31. Continued violently,
as a battle
32. Author Zola
33. Love on the links

34. Leaves the hotel
35. Many an ‘N Sync fan
39. Animosity
42. “Good Times” or
“Happy Days”
44. Ancient Phoenician
seaport
46. Rocky pinnacle
49. Money order recipient
51. Facing the pitcher
52. Zippo
53. Mexican author Garro
(Octavio Paz’s wife)
54. More contemporary
56. Skinny
57. Computer capacity
unit
58. Fanzine, for one
59. Certain Ivy Leaguer
60. “The Super Station”

onlinecrosswords.net. Answer key located on A5

Word Search: Back to School
ASSIGNMENTS
BACKPACK
BATHROOM
BELL
BINDER
CAFETERIA
CHALKBOARD
CLASSROOM
CLOCK
COURSES
DESK
DOORS
ENROLL
ERASER
EXAMS
FIRST DAY
GYMNASIUM
HALLWAY
HOMEWORK
INTERCOM
JANITOR
LANGUAGE

ARTS
LEARNING
LIBRARY
LOCKER
LUNCHROOM
MATH
NEW FRIENDS
NOTEBOOK
NURSE
OLD FRIENDS
PADLOCK
PAPER
PENCILS
PENS
PRINCIPAL
QUIZZES
ROLL CALL
RULES
SCHOOL BUS
SCHOOL OFFICE
SCHOOLYARD

XKCD

SCIENCE
SECRETARY
SEPTEMBER
SOCIAL STUDIES
STUDENT
STUDY
TEACHER

By Randall Munroe

xkcd.com
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Cyanide & Happiness

By Dave McElfatrick

Sudoku
Each row, column and 3x3 square must have numbers 1 - 9 in any order, but each digit can only
appear once. There is only one correct answer.
Difficulty level: Easy

explosm.net

Nedroid

By Anthony Clark

puzzles.ca. Answer key located on A5

Word Scramble: The Beach
1. DRBI
2. DGO
3. OENDYK
4. GFRIEFA

7. EHSOR
8. OLIN
9. MYOEKN
nedroid.com

10. EEB

5. GLOILARTA
1. BIRD 2. DOG 3. DONKEY
4. GIRAFFE 5. ALLIGATOR
6. CAT 7. HORSE 8. LION 9.
MONKEY 10. BEE

6. TAC

sciencekids.co.nz

Flip this page for
puzzle answers
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A Mainer Abroad: An American in Bulgaria
Sarah Elizabeth Dean
Contributor
Until very recently, I’d
never left the United States.
In fact, I’d barely left the
state of Maine. For most of
my 21 years, the idea of foreign travel had been highly unlikely for people who
come from towns with only
one streetlight like myself.
Nonetheless, I’ve always
been determined to spend a
semester of college in a foreign country. However, for
someone who’s spent most of
her life in a sheltered and reasonably tame New England
town, I probably could have
chosen something a little less
obscure than Bulgaria for my
study abroad destination. But
I’m a huge fan of just going
for it.
Suffice to say the past
week has been a little overwhelming. I arrived on Tuesday and it still doesn’t even
feel real that I’m living in an
eastern European city. Bulgaria itself is absolutely beautiful, with massive mountains
in the distance that make the
ones in Maine look like little
hills (sorry). On the ride from
the airport, there were fields
of sunflowers, villages with
red-roofed houses and signs
written using an alphabet that
was meaningless to my eyes.

Thankfully, there were some
familiar things as we drove
through the capital city Sofia,
like a Ford dealership, a McDonald’s and even a KFC.
Seeing Blagoevgrad (the
city I’m living in) for the first
time was not exactly thrilling. The buildings are obviously very old and crumbling
a bit in places and the bricks
in the sidewalk will sometimes move a little when
you step on them (or entire
chunks will be missing altogether). It isn’t spectacularly
clean (more like New York
City below 59th Street), but
Bulgaria and most of eastern
Europe are still attempting
to catch up to the rest of the
continent in terms of modernization and progress. I
think I’ve been conditioned
as an American to think that
any place that doesn’t look
pretty and new is unsafe, but
Blagoevgrad is full of families and regular people living
their regular lives. Adjusting
one’s perspective is all part
of overcoming culture shock,
which I’m working on.
When I finally arrived at
the American University in
Bulgaria, a residential assistant handed me a student ID
card, showed me where my
room was and then sort of left
me to fend for myself. I managed to figure out where Kau-

fland, a German Walmart-ish
store, was located so that I
could buy bedding and towels, which was incredibly important because all I wanted
to do that first day was shower and sleep. In Kaufland,
I was also relieved to see
fairly large displays of fruit
and vegetables at the front
of the shop; I’m a vegan, so
produce sections tend to get
pretty exciting for me, especially in foreign countries
where the locals prefer meat
and cheese-centered dishes.
It’s already pretty clear that
being a vegan is going to be
the ultimate challenge in this
culture, but it’s a lifestyle that
I believe very strongly in, so
I’m determined to make it
work.
At the dorms, which were
only three buildings, I was
assigned a triple room. That’s
been like a blast from the
past, since I’m a senior and
haven’t lived in a dorm for
quite a while. I also live with
first-year students, so they’ve
been out partying and enjoying their new freedom until
four in the morning, while
I already got that out of my
system a long time ago and
am going to bed at 10 p.m.
like a grandma. Here in Bulgaria the drinking age is 18
and I’ve seen people with
kegs on the campus lawns

The hills around Bulgaria’s capital city, Sofia, offers a
glimpse of the countrys rugged landscape.

and heard of RAs taking their
residents out to the clubs. I
suppose people here just really like to have a good time.
Overall, my first few days
have been equal parts of exciting and nerve-wracking.

Sarah Elizabeth Dean, Contributor

I’ve so far managed to handle the language barrier by
saying mersi (thank you) all
the time and communicating
via a dumb, confused smile
on my face. The currency,
called lev, is easy to handle

The first International Student Coffee Hour was held Friday, Sept. 2, in the North Pod of the Memorial Union.

Coffee Hour
from A12

make connections with them
based on that,” Kunwar says.
“It’s like a social gathering for international students, for local students, for
people who are new on campus, and for people who have
been here for a long time,”
ISA president and Bangor
native Antonia Carroll said.
“It’s a really good chance for
students to just socialize and
meet new people.”
Carroll, a fourth-year
student studying international affairs and chemis-

try, studied abroad in Japan
two years ago. “I was supposed to spend one semester
abroad but ended up spending three semesters abroad,”
Carroll says. “When I came
back I had found that a lot
of my friends had graduated
already, but having studied
abroad I was kind of a part
of the international office,
and I got really close with a
lot of the international students.” From this connection
with the international office,
Carroll subsequently joined
the International Coffee
Hour and the ISA, and began
spending much time at the
multicultural lounge.

“I just loved it so much,”
Carroll said. “I loved the people. It was like a new home
for me after being away for
so long.”
Despite the coffee hour
being held as a meeting place
for international students, the
ISA highly encourages others
to participate as well. “For
students who have been here
for a long time or are from
the area, it’s a good chance
for them to meet people from
other cultures,” Carroll said.
Each week, the coffee
hour is hosted by another
group on campus. “Every
week we have a different
group host. Next week INK

[Iota Nu Kappa] is hosting,
which is a multicultural fraternity,” Carroll said. In the
past, the coffee hour has also
been hosted by Amnesty International, African Student
Association, and several other academic groups.
“It’s a change for other groups to get their name
out there, and for students
who haven’t heard of those
groups to maybe get more
involved on campus,” Carroll said.
Bangladesh native Mushira Habib, a recent graduate of
the English Department from
UMaine and current adjunct
professor, has been attending

(and sparkly), and the people have been very kind and
welcoming, so I’m optimistic
that I’ve got a good semester
ahead of me. Wish me luck,
Black Bears!

Molly Joyce, Contributor

the coffee hour almost every
week for the past five semesters. “The first time I saw
coffee hour, I wasn’t aware
of it, but I saw a lot of people
from different background in
one space,” Habib said. “I’ve
met more people and made
more friends during the coffee hour, and also because
it’s a regular thing, so at the
end of a very tiring week,
Friday afternoon getting to
spend time with people.”
Because the coffee hour
is held every week, it allows
the students to meet regularly and build on those connections that are made every
week. “I wanted to join it be-

cause I had faced a lot of difficulty in my first semester,
and I just wanted to be one
person who tries to help the
new students who may have
face something similar.”
The ISA highly encourages both international and
non-international students
to participate in the coffee
hour as a way to connect
with those from other ethnic
and cultural backgrounds, as
well as learn about other organizations on campus.
As a veteran of the coffee
hour, Kunwar believes in this
heavily. “Going from one table to another is like going
across continents.”
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Emera Astronomy Center enchants and educates

Exterior of Emera Astronomy Center at the University of Maine.

Hannah Noriega
Contributor
On Sept. 1, the Emera
Astronomy Center introduced a new science lecture series titled “Walking
Among Giants” with Dr.
Elizabeth McGrath. McGrath is currently the Clare
Boothe Luce Assistant
Professor of Physics and
Astronomy at Colby College, and she’s a leader of
CANDELS, which is a survey being conducted on the
Hubble Space Telescope.
McGrath is also working
to define science goals for
the planned Thirty Meter
Telescope which will be
installed on Mauna Kea,
Hawaii, according to the
Emera Astronomy Center
website. This particular lecture discussed her observatory work dealing with the
Hubble Region, a project
that has been ongoing over

the past three years.
Some of the topics that
were covered included the
three ingredients to making
a galaxy, Newtonian Law
and dark matter halos. She
presented a slideshow of
her work and a few of the
algorithms discussed by
some of the popular historical figures in the field
(Newton, Einstein and Hubble) to which her work is
based on. With the help of
the center’s 4K resolution
digital system, the most
advanced in all of Maine
according to the center’s
director Shawn Laatsch,
McGrath was also able to
present the active formation
of new stars along the edges
of colliding galaxies, depict
the aging of galaxies and
the activity of dark matter
and galaxy formation occurring within the universe.
Through her simulations of
glowing gas collections, the

Sze Wing Wong, Contributor

audience watched how galaxies formed, matured and
were even able to experience certain ways in which
galaxies die.
So what does it take
to make a galaxy? From
Thursday’s lecture, the
takeaway is three key ingredients: dark matter, dark energy and plants/stars. One
of the most surprising facts
within the lecture is that
the normal matter we understand, planets and stars,
makes up about 5 percent of
the universe, while the rest
is made up of dark energy
and dark matter that is yet
to be fully understood.
Considering how long
her study has been going
on and how complex of
a study it is, this form of
teaching was very manageable. The full dome visualizations and simulations,
paired with the step-bystep powerpoint, made the

information both understandable and familiar to
the audience. For example,
McGrath introduced a simple experiment for each observer to do in order to get a
better grasp on the concept
of “Einstein Rings.” Einstein introduced the idea of
light emitted from planets
bending around other planets and objects creating a
ring like effect. The same
effect occurs when looking
at a candle flame through an
empty wine glass. The stem
of the glass closest to the
flame causes the light to be
distorted, forming a golden
ring on to be seen through
your glass.
McGrath’s lecture is the
first of many new additions
to the Emera Astronomy
Center this year. The facility’s director Shawn Laatsch
is heading several new projects in the hopes of expanding the center’s use in order

to incorporate fields of science outside of astronomy.
Thursday’s lecture series
serves as a glimpse into the
potential future of the planetarium by showing how
research can be in an immersive visual environment
allowing complex information to be presented more
easily and understandably
to the general public.
Laatsch’s take on the
planetarium’s functionality
is simple. “Visualization
can make a difference in
both teaching and learning...It can also help to
bring other sciences to the
general public.”
Current planning is also
underway to schedule regular classroom visits to the
planetarium for classes in
the mathematics, biology,
chemistry and even forestry
departments.
In the future Laatsch is
hoping to be able to fig-

ure out ways to work with
organizations such as the
University of Maine’s Innovative Media Research
and
Commercialization
Center and the university’s
Virtual Environment and
Multimodal Laboratory as
well as students interested in animation in order to
potentially create original
productions.
Laatsch is hoping to
switch the stereotypical
view of a planetarium from
that of a “star show” to a visualization theater. As a result, the center will be spanning a much larger range
of material and the planetarium is already working
with both the UMaine theater program and the Bangor Symphony Orchestra.
Emera is hoping to present
work from both groups over
the course of this academic
year.

Russian student arrives at UMaine
after leaving her mark in Beijing
Molly Joyce
Contributor
Nastia
Tsultsumova’s
vibrant energy and willingness to learn and engage in
conversation is one of the
first clues that marks her as
a well-traveled woman. New
to the University of Maine,
the 2015 graduate of the
College of Saint Elizabeth in
Morristown, N.J., will begin
her first year at UMaine pursuing her Master of Business
Administration (MBA) degree as well as a Master of
Science in Information Systems degree.

“I love that there is a dual
degree program because I’m
interested in business and
technology,” Tsultsumova
said. “It gives me a great
perspective being able to do
both.” Tsultsumova comes
from a small town in Kalmykia, Russia where she
lived prior to moving to New
Jersey, where she earned her
Bachelor of Business Administration degree.
Tsultsumova’s willingness to broaden her horizons
by traveling and studying
abroad extends into her personal interests. “I love to
travel and participate in dif-

ferent kinds of conferences
and forums,” Tsultsumova
says. Recently, Tsultsumova
attended the G(irls)20 Summit, which was held in Beijing, China this past August.
G(irls)20 was launched in
2009 at the Clinton Global
Initiative, with a mission to
place girls and women at the
heart of the economic decision making process by promoting the increase in female
labor force participation. The
program, which is intended
for women ages 18-23, mirrors the annual G20 Summit,
which is an international forum for the governments and

central bank governors from
the world’s 20 major economies.
Tsultsumova
attended
the G(irls)20 Summit as a
representative for Russia.
“I got to meet the Russian
Ambassador in China, who
is a very high-profile person.
It was great.” At the summit, Tsultsumova was able
to meet other driven, business-minded young women
like herself from all over the
world. The G(irls)20 Summit
is an extremely competitive
conference and Tsultsumova
says that being accepted to
the program was “a very re-

warding experience.”
In addition to traveling
to Beijing for the two-week
conference, Tsultsumova has
traveled to multiple European countries such as Germany, Greece and Denmark.
The Russian native also
spent a summer working in
New York City as an assistant at JPMorgan Chase &
Co., which is one of the largest banking institutions in the
United States and a leader in
global financial services. “It
was a good opportunity,”
Tsultsumova says. “I didn’t
want to leave but I knew I
had to get my degree.”

Upon completing her
MBA at the University of
Maine, Tsultsumova would
like to return to New York
City and work as an associate for JPMorgan Chase &
Co. “As a Russian citizen,
we get to work in the U.S. for
three years, so after that I can
go anywhere — South Asia,
Russia or Europe.” Tsultsumova prioritized returning to
New York City before making any other international
move because “it’s just a
good thing for your resume
to have some experience in
New York. After that you can
do anything.”
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A glimpse into electronica with

[Rogen’s] acting ability is pointlessly

Getting people to laugh seems effortless

Flume’s album “Skin”.

wasted on box-office comedy busts.

for [Louis] C.K.

Community Music

Hannah Noriega
Contributor

Flume, an Australian
musician and music
producer, has become
a rising star here in the
States. His genre of
experimental electronica quickly resulted in
a No. 1 hit, awarding
him his first platinum
record in the U.S., with
his single “Never Be
Like You.” This song
is featured on his latest
album “Skin”, which
was released on May
27, 2016. It contains 16
songs including projects between Flume
and other popular artists such as Kai, Tove
Lo and MDNR.
His first two songs
introduce a combo of
instrumental woodwind sound mixed with
downtempo in ‘Helix’,
followed by the slow
club feel of ‘Never Be
Like You.’ Together
these set you up for his
album by encompassing his talent working
with and without vocal
artists. Flume’s versatility doesn’t end there.
His third song “Lose
it (feat. Vic Mensa)”
and the eighth track
on the album, “Smoke
and Retribution (Feat.
Vince Staples and
KUCKA)” are electro
rap mixes.
KUCKA, who is also
a feature on his fourth
song, has a very different sound than
most pop artists that
we would otherwise
recognize from this
selection. By carefully
pairing his electro beats
with such artists, we
can better understand
Flume’s fun experimental aspects.
Other highlights from
this album include
“Wall F----”, “Pika”
and “Like Water (feat.
MNDR).” “Wall F----”
uses a very repetitive
combination of sounds
giving you an almost
scratchy, skipping disc
effect and slowly builds
from there into techno
tye dye as he adds in
different synthesizer
chords slowly but consistently. “Pika” and
“Wall F---” are very

YouTube

RATING

B+
similar except for the
fact that “Pika” gives
off a lighter effect since
notes are being introduced at a slower rate.
Here again, we also
revisit an instrumental
combination but with
brass instruments such
as trumpets or horns.
There are two songs, I
would note, that do not
seem to meet the bar
the rest of the album
sets. These would be
“3” and “Tiny Cities
(Feat. Beck).” Though
this is not to say that
I completely dislike
either song. “3” simply comes off as a bit
jumbled.
Flume adds many
more unusual musical
elements to this song
than he does any other
on his album. From
bubbles to bass, and
flutes to mumbles, the
sounds, as interesting
as they are, don’t flow
together nearly as well
as his other songs.
Instead the music
becomes choppy as
he switches between
dubstep and fantasy
instrumentals.
“Tiny Cities” was
a surprise, namely
because the vocals are
more lighthearted in
mood. Definitely an
experimental decision
that I am on the fence
about, seeing as the
featured singer, Beck,
would likely work
better with acapella
groups than electronica. In addition to that,
I was generally expecting a faster pace and
for the song to sound
more similar to “Like
Water.”
Overall, I would
consider “Skin” to be
a suitable collection
for both dubstep and
electropop enthusiasts.
Hopefully we will be
hearing more from
Flume as he becomes
more comfortable
working in the States.

Nathaniel Trask
Culture Editor

There’s no doubt that
Seth Rogen’s newest comedic work
“Sausage Party” has
received a lot of hype
since its initial previews. In case you
have missed the teaser
trailers (of which there
are plenty on channels
all across YouTube),
they show how any
grocery store can be
far more than what
meets the eye.
It’s rated R, so the people over at the Motion
Picture Association of
America (MPAA) are
certainly not slouching when it comes to
telling parents that
this really isn’t made
for children. So parents, save yourself
an uncomfortable
post-screening talk
with your kids. However, some of “Sausage Party” is even
unsuitable, or at least
uncomfortable, for ordinary adults to watch
as well, and that’s
further exemplified by
the use of distasteful
curse words and grossly obscene gestures.
At times it seems the
film’s writers went
out of their way to try
to get a chuckle rather than developing a
clever plot and script.
This film does feature
some big names, however. Rogen himself
voices the stir-crazy and determined
sausage Frank while
Kristen Wiig plays his
lovely counterpart, a
hot dog bun named
Brenda. Edward Norton, Salma Hayek and
Jonah Hill also make
appearances in some
of the major roles.
What “Sausage Party”
proves is that Rogen
has continued his trend
of making mediocre
comedy films. It’s
obviously difficult to
tell how well he does
at acting based on this
animated film, but in
terms of writing, the
whole story seems
a mess. Honestly, if
they took the story and

Cool Material

RATING

D
remade it into an appropriate PG version,
it might have better
success. Rogen has
always seemed to have
much more potential
when it comes to his
acting skill, but that
ability is pointlessly
wasted on box-office
comedy busts. A sneak
peek at his true ability
to act came during his
performance as Steve
Wozniak in the 2015
biopic “Steve Jobs.”
The Maine Campus
reviewed this film last
year and it was noted
that although Rogen
seemed out of his comfort zone, he succeeded in his given role.
Most of the trouble
with “Sausage Party”
didn’t come from its
animation. Don’t draw
your attention away
from the screen for
one minute if you’re
watching it, because
when you return, you
may lose the story.
There seems to be
a scheme of several
different plots running
parallel to each other
throughout the film,
which was thankfully
short (about one hour
and 29 minutes). One
of the plots that exists
is Frank’s mission to
discover what humans do to food and
why they need to be
stopped. Another is
Carl’s mission (Jonah
Hill) to find a way
back to his friends.
Both of these seem
straightforward and
will eventually link up
somewhere along the
way. The most distracting plot line features Frank’s persistent
attempts to “get with”
Brenda, which eventually leads to a finale
that’s strictly suitable
for adults.

Read the rest at
maincampus.com

Nathaniel Trask
Culture Editor

Comedy has always
been the call to fame
for professional laugh
master Louis C.K. and
for someone who has
been around for as
long as he has, he still
manages to keep his
comedy from being
too outrageous. This is
noticeable in his special “Louis C.K.: Live
at the Comedy Store,”
which is available to
watch on Netflix and
other digital platforms.
The show starts off
with an opening act
from comedian Jay
London, who’s well
known for his one-line
zingers — especially those ones made
on NBC’s former
hit reality television
show “Last Comic
Standing.” His style is
confusing at first, lacking any sort of context
when he comes on the
screen. For some, he
may be hard to understand without subtitles.
For the audience who
attended the show at
the time of the taping,
however, he was probably a good warm-up
for C.K., who enters
the stage to raucous
applause.
For someone who has
never seen C.K. perform, you may think,
“Oh, well here’s another guy that’s just going
to shout nonsense
into his microphone.”
That’s certainly not the
case here. Much of the
comedy he shares in
this stand-up performance is situational,
or observational, and
while his language
may not necessarily
be appropriate for
children’s ears, his
routine is certainly not
the worst in terms of
vulgarity.
C.K. speaks about
many situations that
produce humorous results, such as his interactions with a teacher
of a sexual education
course and his observations of people who
frequent subway trains,
and he describes each
situation with a breadth

RATING

B+
that’s unmatched by
others in his genre
of comedy. He also
gives the audience an
impression that he’s a
family man by often
talking about his two
daughters, and at one
point explains how he
tells his daughters that
life is just about eating
food.
Getting people to
laugh seems effortless for C.K., and it’s
remarkable how his
routine does not seem
to cause offense to
anyone. In fact, most
of his routine comes
from his own personal
stories and making
fun of himself. He
even makes fun of
his health, and at one
point explains that his
aspirations to remain
fit vanished a long time
ago.
In contrast to other comedians, like Portland,
Maine native Bob Marley, he’s much cleaner
in terms of the description of his observations
and his skits in general.
C.K. is almost like that
college friend of yours
that’s explaining a funny event that occurred
to him last weekend.
He’s definitely someone who has his own
unique swagger, and
one whose observational comedy and
creativity is unmatched
by anyone else.
After watching “Louis C.K.: Live at the
Comedy Store,” you
may want to check
out some of his other
videos or perhaps his
comedy-drama television series “Louie”
— which is currently
going into its sixth
season. You can also
see C.K as the voice of
the Jack Russell terrier
Max in the new Illumination Entertainment
film “The Secret Life
of Pets,” which is in
theaters now.
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‘Emera enchants’

A new lecture series at the
Emera Astronomy Center
aims for the stars.
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Students gather at
University Mall for
annual organization fair

What’s happening in
and around Orono
this week
Friday, Sept. 9
Dark
7 p.m. — 9 p.m.
Emera Astronomy
Center
$4-$6
Friday, Sept. 9
“The Audience – NT
Live”
7 p.m. — 9 p.m.
Collins Center for the
Arts
$6-$13
Saturday, Sept. 10

The University of Maine hosts annual Student Organization Fair for students to learn about different clubs and organizations
on campus, Wednesday.

Aliya Uteuova
Staff Writer
On Aug. 26, the University of Maine welcomed 2,300
new students, which is the
largest class in the university’s history. To gain new
membership, on Aug. 31
more than 155 campus clubs
and organizations tabled at
the Annual Student Organization Fair on the University
Mall.
Participants of the fair were
able to recruit new members
and spread awareness about
their groups on the University
Mall. This year, participating
tables were spread out in a
horseshoe shape. That way,
students were able to see all
the tables and move around
the center freely.
“The space is filled with
lots of energy and excite-

ment,” Dean of Students
Robert Dana said. “People
can check each other out,
check things out and check
the whole experience in it. It’s
not too crowded.”
“The layout is a lot better
this year,” Annie Bonnanzio,
a fourth-year student, shared.
Bonnanzio was tabling for
UMaine’s dance program. “It
is easier for people to navigate and being able to see
everybody too is a lot better.”
Interested students had
the opportunity to sign up for
various clubs offered by the
dance program, such as dance
club, hip hop club, tap club,
ballet club and celtic dance
club. People of all skill levels
are welcome to join any of
those clubs.
South Asian Association
of Maine was amongst many
clubs tabling at the fair last

Wednesday. Vice President
Shirly Stephen shared that
many non-Asian students
signed up for the club.
“They are interested in the
culture and the events we put
on, especially Colorfest,” Stephen said. Hindus around the
world celebrate the beginning
of spring by throwing colored
powder at others during the
Festival of Colors (Colorfest).
First-year student Taylor
Lindham joined Anime Club
and the Student Alliance for
Sexual Health (SASH). Lindham said that she was drawn
to the SASH table because of
eye-catching signs.
“I like the fair, but I just
wish some clubs had bigger
signs so that we could read
what they are about,” Vasiliqi
Turlla, a first-year student,
said. Turlla joined the UMaine Neuroclub which she is

looking forward to being a
part of.
“I like the opportunity
that there are so many different clubs that you get to go
around and see all of them,
and not just some of them
that you hear about,” Jenna
Bishop, a first-year student,
shared.
Turlla and Bishop were
hesitant about attending
UMaine because both of them
are from Bangor.
“I could not be happier I
chose it. I love it, everyone is
so friendly here,” Turlla said.
“This fair shows how
friendly people are, how there
is so much to offer here, it is
wonderful,” Bishop added.
The organization fair also
provided a space for different clubs to network with
each other. Elizabeth Demin
is a part of Entrepreneurship

Robin Pelkey, Staff

Club and president of Skeptics Club. Demin reached out
to different clubs at the fair to
see if their groups have anything in common.
“Maybe we can get some
of their members to come to
our meetings, and we can go
to theirs, because they are related.”
Demin found that one-onone interaction was the most
effective way of recruiting
new members.
“It is great when you have
a personal connection with
someone, because then they
are more inclined to join,”
Demin said.
Rich Metellus, a graduate
assistant at the Campus Activities & Student Engagement (CASE) was one of the
people who helped put this
organization fair together.
Metellus shared that the big-

Fall Field Day at
Rogers Farm Garden
10 a.m. — 2 p.m.
Rogers Farm
Demonstration
Garden
Free
Sunday, Sept. 11
Stillwater Brass
3 p.m. — 5 p.m.
Minsky Recital Hall
$32

gest takeaway from the fair
was seeing students engage
with various clubs and organizations.
“Everyone was smiling,
free-spirited and having a
good time,” Metellus said.
To learn more about the
many student organizations
on campus, please visit the
organization database on the
University of Maine website.

Cheers to 22 years: Orono Farmers’ Coffee hour
Market celebrates customers
allows students
to travel the
world
Taryn Carrie Lane
Staff Writer

On Saturday, Sept. 3 the
Orono Farmers’ Market
(OFM) hosted a customer appreciation feast in the Steam
Plant parking lot of the University of Maine.
Vendors prepared plenty
of free food for the event,
including
lobster
rolls,
chicken wings, vegetarian
beans, fresh fruits and vegetables, cobbler and other
locally-produced dishes. The
family-friendly celebration
attracted about 50 people.
For vendors like local
organic coffee roaster Andrew Newell, this celebration
means more than the free
food.
“It’s our way of saying
thanks, because the people
that come and support us...
without them, we wouldn’t
be able to do this,” Newell
said. “The people here are
amazing, so we have so much
fun.”
Newell owns Farm House
Coffee Roasters, which is a
brewhouse in Winterport, but

the coffee can be found all
over the greater Bangor area.
In addition to the OFM, Mason’s Brewing Company and
Fork & Spoon are just a few
places where you can sample Newell’s Maine Organic
Farmers and Gardeners Association (MOFGA) certified
coffee.
Newell also makes nitro
brew coffee, which he described as “super creamy and
delicious, like a Guinness.”
Decaffeinated nitro brew is
the drink he supplied to the
potluck-style customer appreciation celebration.
Billi Barker from Enchanted Kitchen at Firefly
Farm, another vendor at the
feast, normally makes crepes
to order; but today, she supplied hummus and scones for
customers. She also supplied
two grills that other vendors
used to cook.
“We had our 21st birthday
party last year for our customers, to say thank you, and
we had so much fun doing
it, we decided to do it every
year,” Barker said. “Everybody just gets to hang out...

usually we [are only able to
have] sniglets [sic] of conversations, because we’re all
so busy, so this gives us a
chance to sit down with our
customers and show them
that we appreciate them for
their business that they gift
us with all year long.”
For Barker, the OFM is
something unique.
“It’s one of the most happy vibrant markets,” Barker
said. “[The customers] really
spread their dollars around
and try to get a little something from everybody that’s
at the market.”
According to Barker,
the OFM is the third largest
farmers’ market in the state
of Maine. On a normal market day, there are about 35
vendors. About a dozen were
able to make it to the customer appreciation celebration.
Event goers included a
few students, like upperclassmen Robin Pelkey and Currenn Mackie-Malcolm. Both
Pelkey and Mackie-Malcolm
have majors that relate to
“real food” like that found
at the OFM; Pelkey is a nu-

trition student, and Mackie-Malcolm studies animal
and veterinary sciences and
sustainable harvest systems.
Mackie-Malcolm is already an OFM customer, and
after this event, Pelkey plans
to be as well.
“I found out about it [the
celebration]...I was like
‘yeah, I wanna come! This
sounds awesome!’” Pelkey
said. “I think it’s a really
good festivity...for the community.”
When asked what they
ate at the celebration, both
Pelkey and Mackie-Malcolm
had one word: “Everything!”
According to Newell he
owes his success to customers like Pelkey and Mackie-Malcolm.
“Thank you to everybody.
This place [the OFM] has
been amazing for my business and for me,” Newell
said. “I just feel very fortunate.”
For more information on
the Orono Farmers’ market,
visit their Facebook page, or
their website.

Molly Joyce
Contributor
The sound of friendly
chatter spilled out from the
North Pod of the Memorial
Union at 4 p.m. on Friday,
Sept. 2 as the International
Student Association (ISA)
prepared for the first of its
weekly coffee hours. Newcomers, as well as veterans,
intermingled as the event
began. Tables in the North
Pod filled, and conversations
were held over plates of food
and cups of coffee.
International Coffee Hour
is held every Friday from 4-5
p.m. in the North Pod of the
Memorial Union in both the
fall and spring semesters,
and serves as a place for students, both international and
domestic, to mingle and en-

joy free refreshments provided by the ISA.
“I think it’s the cheapest way to travel to a lot of
places,” India native Prateek
Kunwar, who is pursuing
his masters degree in mathematics at the University of
Maine, says. “There’s free
food, too.”
Kunwar was drawn to
coffee hour by “the fact that
you meet so many people
here from different countries.” The diversity present
at coffee hour allows for students such a Kunwar to feel
more at home surrounded by
those who are also adjusting
to a new culture and lifestyle.
“There are a lot of people
here for whom the scenario
was very similar, so I can
See coffee hour on A9

Sports
Field Hockey
Field Hockey travels to Hofstra
Continues threegame winning streak
for 3-0 record
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Loss
Win
Loss
Loss
Loss

Football @ UConn
Field Hockey @ Hofstra
Men’s Cross Country vs. Army
Women’s Cross Country vs. Army
Women’s Soccer @ UMass

24-21
4-1
37-20
46-16
1-0

Soccer
Soccer Team plays UMass
Women’s soccer
loses away 0-1
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Conference scores, standings and upcoming schedule on B4

Cross Country falls to Army
in opening race
Jordan Houdeshell
Sports Editor
In their opening race of
the season on Friday, Sept.
2, the University of Maine
men and women’s cross
country teams took on the
West Point Army Mules. In
what was a great race to the
end, both Black Bear teams
fell to the Mules.
On the women’s side,
Army placed the top four
finishing runners. Secondyear
Abby
Halbrook
came in first with a time
of 18:46.33, followed by
first-year runners Bethany
Nunnery, Samantha Coletti
and Andrea Karlen with the
times of 18:51.00, 18:55.61
and 18:56.64 respectively.
Third-year
Kaitlin
Saulter came in first for
the Black Bears and fifth
overall, in what was her
first cross country race, with
a time 18:59.57. Saulter
switched from playing
soccer last year to running
cross country this year with
the hopes of improving her
track performance.
“I think I will just get
stronger from here, just
realize, ‘ok I need to take

Jesse Orach of Maine takes an individual victory against Army, Friday.

it out a little slower, have
more left in the end’ kind
of thing. And don’t worry
about who’s behind me
because I was kind of
checking my shoulder,”
Saulter said regarding her
first performance.

Other top finishers for the
Black Bears were secondyear
Haley
Lawrence
who came in eighth with
a time of 19:36.07, thirdyear Elanora Hubbell who
came in 10th with a time of
19:55.06 and second-year

Football drops season
opener against UConn

Faith Gardner who came in
11th with a time of 19:57.18.
The final score was 46-16
with West Point winning.
For the men, fourth-year
Jesse Orach won the meet
for UMaine with a time of
25:36.30 for the four-mile

Spencer Bergholtz
Staff Writer
The
University
of
Maine
football
team
headed to the University of Connecticut as
24-point underdogs on
Thursday night, putting
up an incredible fight, but
ultimately losing by the
score of 24-21 in a game
that could have gone either way.
Third-year wide receiver Jaleel Reed led
the Black Bear offense,
hauling in six receptions
for 169 yards and a touchdown. Fourth-year quarterback Dan Collins was
also impressive, completing 19-of-33 of his passes for 269 yards and two
touchdowns.
First-year
running back Josh Mack
showed his versatility by
running for 30 yards on
nine carries, with three
receptions for 36 yards

and a touchdown.
Maine
drew
first
blood, scoring the first
touchdown of the game
on their third possession
late in the first quarter. The drive started by
Collins connecting with
Reed on a 48-yard bomb
to get the Black Bears
in the red zone. Collins
then found Mack on a
screen pass that he took
down the field for a 20yard touchdown, giving
the Black Bears the 7-0
lead. Mack’s touchdown
was his first of his young
career.
UConn’s
third-year
running back Ron Johnson evened the score up at
7-7, with a 1-yard touchdown run early in the second quarter.
Following the UConn
score, Collins then drove
the Black Bears back
down the field to UConn’s 20-yard line to set
up a routine 37-yard field

File Photo

goal. Unfortunately for
Maine, the kicker missed
and the game remained
tied.
UConn claimed the
lead for the first time
with 3:10 remaining in
the third quarter, when
Johnson ran in his second
touchdown of the game
from 21 yards out.
The Black Bears answered the call on the
following possession to
tie the game up at 14-14
heading into the fourth
quarter. Collins and the
offense marched up the
field to the Huskies 40yard line. Collins and
Reed then hooked up on a
40-yard touchdown pass
to tie the game.
Then it was the Maine
defense’s turn to contribute, and they did just that.
Third-year
cornerback
Najee Goode made the
play of the game on a corSee Football B3

course. Orach ran ahead
of the pack for the entire
race, leaving the pack of
Army runners and fellow
teammates behind.
“It was pretty tough to
run by myself for the whole
time but I got to work on my

See Cross Country B3

Kaepernick saga
telling of America’s
racial divides
Jacob Posik
News Editor

Black Bears keep it close until the end in Thursday night game with UConn,
ending with a final score 21-24.

Robin Pelkey, Staff

conditioning a little, for the
middle of the race. I started
to feel it a little around mile
3, but for the first race of the
season, I can’t complain,”
Orach said of his win.
West Point fourth-year
Jacob Fong came in second
with a time of 25:50.16,
14 seconds behind Orach.
Behind him were teammates
second-year Mikey Singer
(25:54.48), first-year Robert
Santoyo (25:56.09), thirdyear John Valeri (25:57.10)
and first-year Benjamin
Petrella
(25:57.14).
Following the West Point
group were three of Maine’s
own, second-year Aaron
Willingham with a time
of 26:01.06, third-year
Jacob Johns with a time of
26:06.56 and fourth-year
Levi Fyre with a time of
26.09.08.
Despite the fact that the
Army team ran a different
style of race from what the
Maine runners ran, Coach
Mark Lech had them do
things the way they usually
do. As Army’s athletes sped
up as the race went on,
the Maine runners kept a
consistent pace.

Sometimes it’s just best
to keep your mouth shut,
follow suit and do the
right thing.
Perhaps
nobody
is
as unacquainted with
this valuable life lesson
and in need of such
conscientious
advice
as
Colin
Kaepernick,
the
San
Francisco
49ers quarterback who
refused to stand for the
national anthem during a
preseason football game
because of our country’s
alleged mistreatment of
minorities, in his own
words.
Prior to a preseason
bout against the Green
Bay Packers last week,
Kaepernick sat on the
bench while our country’s
anthem
played. After
the contest, Kaepernick
was asked by NFL media
reporters on his decision
to remain seated while the
song played.
“I am not going to
stand up to show pride in
a flag for a country that
oppresses black people
and people of color,”
Kaepernick told media
after the game.
“To me, this is bigger
than football and it would
be selfish on my part to
look the other way. There
are bodies in the street and
people getting paid leave
and getting away with
murder.”
Unfortunately for you,
Kaepernick, my moral
compass is not in need of

adjustment. I’m still trying
to decide what is more
selfish — not standing in
respect for our nation’s
most valued heroes, or
justifying your actions
with an entirely unrelated
social issue that has no
correlation with the men
and women who serve in
our armed forces — in this
instance, it may be equal.
Kaepernick is terribly
misguided, and his cheesy,
fraudulent
“taking
a
stand by taking a seat”
publicity stunt personifies
everything that is wrong
with America today in a
nutshell.
The
liberal
media
handpicks these stories for
our viewing. They make
hasty
generalizations
and rush to conclusions
before autopsies are done,
testimonies are given and
the facts of these cases
become available to the
public. Our own president
has given public speeches
on police brutality in areas
where these incidents have
occurred before anything
is known about the case.
They do it to mislead
you, divide you, and
persuade
you
into
advocating their agenda.
And it works.
It works so well, in
fact, that when a black
cop shoots a black man
with an extensive criminal
record, who was also in
possession of a firearm
at the time he was shot,
entire businesses are still
looted and burnt to the
ground while “protesters”
roam the streets in search

of chaos.

Police brutality against
minorities is not the
problem they make it
out to be. If Kaepernick
or anybody else with
sympathy for the Black
Lives Matter movement
wants to truly make
a difference in these
communities, there’s a
plethora of viable starting
points, none of which
include refusing to stand
and honor the sacrifice
made by those who
protect your individual
liberty to make a fool of
yourself.
If you want to make a
difference, Kaepernick,
sponsor
boys
and
girls clubs in these
communities.
Teach
children in these areas at
young ages the harms of
drugs, alcohol, tobacco
and
gang
violence.
Introduce programming
that instills the morals that
turn them into dedicated
husbands, fathers, wives
and mothers. Show them
the value of marriage and
family. And perhaps, most
importantly, stop voting
for the party that has
entrapped you and your
neighbors in generational
poverty and government
dependency for nearly 50
years.
Instead,
Kaepernick
took the route of being low
and disrespectful to the
group of people who put
their lives at risk to defend
the very privileges he has
invoked. For many of his
See Kaepernick B3
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Soccer team
suffers loss
at UMass

Will Nash
Contributer
UMaine
women’s
soccer suffered another
close defeat at the
hands of University of
Massachusetts(UMass) in
their away game Saturday,
Sept. 3. The loss, Maine’s
second in a row, moved
the Black Bears to 3-2-0
on the season and third in
America East standings.
UMass’ win bumped them
up to 2-2-0.
Third-year goalkeeper
Cassidy Babin excelled in
net for UMass, allowing
no goals. The loss was
Maine’s second shutout
loss this season, the first
coming from the previous
game versus Providence
College. The Black Bears
have now played 214
consecutive minutes of
soccer without scoring a
single goal.
The
action
began
immediately as Maine
was awarded two corner
kicks within the first six
minutes. The Black Bears
failed to capitalize on
either opportunity and
quickly found themselves
on the defense. A shot
by second-year UMass
forward Salma Anastasio
hit crossbar followed
shortly by a shot from
first-year
forward
Rebecca Frisk which was
blocked in front of the net
by first-year goalkeeper
Annalena
Kriebisch.
UMass would eventually
find success in the 23rd
minute as Anastasio set
up third-year forward
Gabriella Kenyon for
a shot that sailed past
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Kriebisch to put a score on
the board at 1-0.
The goal by Kenyon
was her second all-time
goal for the Minutemen
and her first game winner.
Kriebisch
has
started
every game for UMaine
this year, recording 22
saves and an impressive
0.880 save percentage.
She has only let in three
goals this season.
Heading
into
the
second
half,
UMass
outshot UMaine 5-1. The
Black Bears started the
second half aggressively,
recording four shots and
two corner kicks within 15
minutes. Shots by secondyear backs Mikayla Morin
and Kate Evans were both
sent wide. Shots by thirdyear forward Genaya Loftis
and third-year midfield
Kendra Ridley were both
stopped by Babin. Maine
kept the momentum going
with a shot by second-year
forward Anetra Byfield
but Babin excelled once
again, recording her fourth
of the six saves she made.
With time winding
down, Maine needed just
one goal to tie up the
score. In the 88th minute,
the play focused on firstyear midfielder Kaitlyn
Ball as she made one last
ditch effort against the
flawless Babin. Ball’s shot
was thwarted by Babin,
giving the Minutemen
their third shutout of the
season.
Next weekend, the
Black Bears travel to
Rhode Island on Friday,
Sept. 9 against Bryant
University. Kickoff will
be at 4 p.m.

Field Hockey continues
streak by defeating Hofstra

The Black Bears field hockey team takes on the Hofstra Pride and emerges victorious to
continue three-game winning streak.

Jordan Houdeshell
Sports Editor
The field hockey team
emerged victorious in their
trip to Hofstra on Friday,
Sept. 2, defeating the Pride
with a final score of 4-1.
With the victory, the Black
Bears move to 3-0 on the
season while Hofstra falls
to 1-2.
Maine
started
by
notching the first goal
of the contest moments
after the 10th minute of
play. Third-year forward
Madison Cummings scored
the goal at 10:09 with an
assist from fourth-year
forward Danielle Aviani.
This
was
Cummings’
fourth goal on the season.
Less than a minute later,

Aviani scored a second
time, assisted by fourthyear midfielder Sydney
Veljacic, beating Pride
fourth-year
goaltender
Lauren Saltus for a second
time in the game. This was
Aviani’s first goal on the
season.
Maine finished the
first period with 10 shots
on goal, compared to
Hofstra’s three shots on
goal. Redshirt third-year
goalkeeper Emma Cochran
started in goal for the
Black Bears.
The second stanza of
play started out better for
Hofstra. Just after the fourminute mark in the period,
Hofstra’s
second-year
forward Madison Suave
scored her third goal of
the season, with an assist

from fourth-year forward
Stella Schoen — defeating
redshirt
third-year
goalkeeper Emily Corbett,
who replaced Cochran at
the half. Similar to last
season, Black Bears Head
Coach Josette Babineau
utilized both of her
goalkeepers as Corbett and
Cochran shared halves in
net for Maine.
Maine would come back
15 minutes later when
second-year
midfielder
Libby Riedl passed the
ball to Cummings to defeat
third-year goaltender Cary
Swan
for
Cummings’
fifth goal on the season.
Cummings’ goal brought
the score to 3-1, giving
Maine a sizeable advantage
late in the contest.
Maine scored their final

File Photo

goal with less than two
minutes of action remaining
when Aviani crossed the
ball to first-year forward
Brianna Ricker to once
again defeat Swan. This
would be Ricker’s third
goal on the season.
Maine ended the second
period with 12 shots on
goal compared to Hofstra’s
three shots. With this win,
Cochran is now 2-0 on the
year, while Saltus takes the
loss and moves to 1-1 in
goal for The Pride.
Maine will return to
action on Monday, Sept. 5
at 1 p.m. at home against
Dartmouth
College.
Hofstra goes on to play
Syracuse at home on
Saturday, Sept. 3 at 12 p.m.
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UMaine Hosts Cross Country Meet With Army, Friday Sept.2.

Heisman Trophy
contenders

Robin Pelkey, Staff

Spencer Bergholtz

Cross Country
from B1

“I like them to try and
run the pace that they are
eventually going to run,”
Lech said.
“I’m hoping that once we
start to do work and they are

Football
from B1

ner blitz. Goode came in
from the UConn quarterback’s blindside, stripsacked him and took the
ball from 74-yards out
to score a touchdown —
giving Maine the lead
21-14 early in the fourth
quarter.
After the Goode touchdown, the Maine sideline
lost control and received
a crucial penalty, forcing
their kicker to kick from
the Black Bears 20-yard
line. This allowed UConn to start their possession near midfield. UConn took full advantage
of the penalty and went
54 yards on six plays
in three minutes. The
drive was capped off by
a 2-yard plunge into the
endzone by third-year
running back Arkeel
Newsome, knotting the
score at 21-21 with 3:20

going to be able to go, they
are more familiar with that
pace. At some point they’ll
do the strength work to be
able to hold pace that for the
whole race.”
Despite Orach’s first
place finish, the Black Bears
fell 37-20 in their meet to
the Mules.
remaining in regulation.
UConn got the ball
back quickly after Maine
went three and out on
their last possession of
the game. They finessed
down field to Maine’s
20-yard line with 11 seconds left in the game,
where UConn’s fourthyear kicker Bobby Puyol
hit a 37-yard field goal to
win the game 24-21.
With the loss, Maine
becomes 0-1 on the year
overall with no conference games played. UConn moves to 1-0 on the
season with the victory.
Maine looks to get in
the win column as they
continue non-conference
action on Saturday, Sept.
10 at Toledo for a 7 p.m.
kickoff. UConn will travel to Maryland on Saturday, Sept. 10 to take
on Navy with a kick-off
time of 3:30 p.m.

The men and women’s
cross country teams will
return to action Saturday,
Sept. 10 at 11 a.m. at the
University of Massachusetts.
The West Point teams will
return to action on Friday,
Sept. 16 at the Iona “Paddy
Doyle” Meet of Champions
in New Rochelle, N.Y.

Kaepernick
from B1

colleagues in the league,
his plea for attention
has fallen on deaf ears.
He’s grown increasingly
irrelevant in the NFL and
the 49ers organization
since their Super Bowl
XLVII loss to the Ravens,
and apparently needed
to make one more splash
before he loses his job to
Blaine Gabbert.
I applaud Kaepernick
for standing up for
what he believes in. If
he truly feels there are
moral, ethical or lawful
injustices occurring in our
country, it is only right
to make your feelings
known. However, it’s
counterproductive to seek
attention for this cause
by publicly disrespecting
those who ensure your
liberties to speak and
assemble.

Staff Writer
The Heisman Trophy,
established and awarded
for the first time in 1935,
is annually presented
to the most outstanding
player in college football.
Sports
journalists,
previous Heisman Trophy
winners and fans all vote
on the award. Each voter
identifies three selections,
ranking them in order of
preference. Each firstplace selection is awarded
three points, each secondplace
selection
two
points and each thirdplace selection one point.
Voters must make three
selections.
This year it seems like
it will be a two-horse race
with two strong candidates
who could very well win
the award — assuming
they stay healthy. Starting
off is the Louisiana State
University’s (LSU) most
talented player, running
back Leonard Fournette.
Fournette is projected to
be the top pick in next
years NFL Draft and has an
uncommon level of talent.
The other front-runner is
Clemson’s
quarterback
Deshaun Watson, who
guided the Tigers to the
National Championship

game last season. Watson
was the Tigers’ captain
and led by example in
their undefeated regular
season campaign. As
a second-year captain,
look for Watson to put up
insane numbers and be
near impossible to beat.
Leonard Fournette:
(LSU)
Last year, Fournette
was the clear frontrunner for the Heisman
Trophy through the first
half of the season (seven
games). He ran for
over 150 yards in each
game, while averaging
7.7 yards per carry.
He was unstoppable.
That was until he ran
into Nick Saban and
Alabama.
Fournette
only amassed 31 yards
on 19 carries against
Alabama, which put a
damper on his Heisman
hopes. He followed his
pitiful performance up
with a sub-100-yard
game against Arkansas,
completely ending all
hope of him winning the
Heisman Trophy. His
second half yards per
carry dropped to 4.1,
from his unstoppable 7.7
in the first half. Despite a
tough second half of the
season, he finished off
last year with a dominant

212 yards and four
touchdown performance
against the Texas Tech
Raiders in the 2015 Texas
Bowl.
Deshaun
Watson:
(Clemson)
Watson
was
phenomenal last season,
airing it out for 4,109 yards
and 35 touchdowns while
completing 68 percent of
his passes. Aside from
proving his worth as a
pocket passer, Watson ran
the ball for 1,105 yards
and 12 touchdowns. His
47 touchdown record last
season was good for third
all-time, tying him with
Robert Griffin III and
Johnny Manziel who both
won the Heisman Trophy.
Watson is also on the
No. 2 ranked team in the
country and is coming off
of a five-point National
Championship game loss
to powerhouse Alabama
Roll Tide. Watson led
Clemson to an ACC
Championship and a 14-1
total record on the season
with their one loss being
the BCS National Title
game. If he can continue
his excellence of both
running and passing the
ball
while
providing
victories, it will be hard to
deny Watson the trophy.
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Around the Conference

FOOTBALL SCORES
9/1

Delaware State
Delaware
Maine
UConn
North Dakota
Stony Brook
William & Mary
North Carolina State
9/2 Albany
Buffalo
9/3 Villanova
Pittsburgh

STANDINGS
14
56
21
24
9
13
14
48
22
16
7
28

Richmond
Virginia
Gardner-Webb
Elon
Morehead State
James Madison
Townson
South Florida
URI
Kansas
UNH
San Diego State

37

1

20

2

31

3

6

4

7

5

80

6

20

7

Maine
Hofstra
Drexel
UNH
Miami OH
UMass Lowell
UC Davis
Ohio
Michigan
Stanford
Vermont
Providence

Kent State
1
California
3 9/3 Dartmouth
2
Albany
4 9/4 Harvard
3
UNH
3
Northeastern
0
Vermont
2
UMass
1
UMass Lowell
1
Albany
3
Penn State

0-0
0-0
0-0

Soccer
at Bryant University
4 p.m.

0-0
0-0

Saturday, Sept. 10

0
31

Football
at Toledo
7 p.m.

2

1

0

2

1

3

3

4

1

5

2

6

2

7

0
1
3

Field Hockey
vs.Dartmouth College
1 p.m.
Friday, Sept. 9

55

8

Monday, Sept. 5

0-0

6

3

SPORTS

Field Hockey
at Boston University
4 p.m.

STANDINGS
4

0-0

56

FIELD HOCKEY SCORES
9/2

Albany
Delaware
James Madison
Richmond
Stony Brook
Elon
Maine

OVERALL

UPCOMING

Maine
Albany
Vermont
UNH
UC Davis
UMass Lowell
Stanford

OVERALL
3-0
3-1
3-1
2-2
1-1
1-2
1-2

Men and Women’s Cross
Country
at University of Massachusetts
11 a.m.
Field Hockey
vs. University of California
Davis
3 p.m.
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Ridley returns as a key player
Will Nash
Contributor
It’s September, which
means everyone is settling
into their class schedule,
winter is only a couple
weeks away and the
women’s soccer season is
well underway. The season
started off robustly, with
the Black Bears recording
four wins in their first
four games and three of
those wins ending in a
shutout. Last year, the
Black Bears placed second
in America East for goals
allowed
(1.11),
goals
against average (1.07) and
shutouts (seven).
This
season,
after
having played five games,
the women have had three
goals scored on them
compared to the seven goals
they scored, continuing
the defense seen last year.

This year, the women’s
soccer team welcomed 13
freshmen into their ranks.
With such a young team,
an experienced player will
often display leadership on
and off the field. Luckily
for the younger women,
Kendra Ridley returned to
UMaine for her junior year.
Ridley, the midfielder
from Ottawa, Ontario,
returned as captain for
the second year in a row.
Since
freshman
year,
Ridley has started every
game she appeared in.
While far from dominating
the stat sheet, Ridley has
been instrumental to the
Black Bears’ success. Her
teammates describe her
as poised and calm on the
field.
“When she gets the ball,
you always know she will
make the right decision,”
fourth-year back Hannah
Lipinski said. “Whenever
I see someone running at

our back line, I don’t worry
because I know Kendra is
right there to stop them.”
Since the Black Bears
play with a defenseoriented strategy, having
someone
who
makes
can make decisions is
something
teammates
count on in Ridley. Secondyear forward Vivien Beil
agreed.
“Kendra is a very firm
and consistent player. I feel
very secure knowing that
she’s playing in the line
behind me,” second-year
forward Vivien Beil said.
Ridley’s
leadership
ability extends off the
soccer field as well. Last
year she made the America
East
Commissioner’s
Honor Roll, was a Maine
Scholar-Athlete
Bronze
Medalist and was also the
women’s soccer “Team
Maine”
representative,
an award which honors
the top sophomore, junior

or senior achieving the
highest
grade
point
average on each sports
team. Ridley, a nursing
student, consistently finds
herself at the top of her
class. Academics were a
serious consideration for
Ridley as she chose where
she wanted to play soccer.
“Looking at possible
NCAA Division 1 schools
to attend, the University
of Maine has consistently
come upon top,” Ridley
said.
“The
Nursing
Program has an excellent
reputation
within
the
academic
community
and among employers
for producing top quality
graduates.”
It is no wonder why
Ridley has such a high
soccer IQ. “Because of her
insight,” Head Coach Scott
Atherley explained, “she
makes the game easier
for those around her. Her
awareness enables her to

penetrate quickly and be
an attacking threat from
the back line.”
Ridley’s
balancing
of school, soccer and a
social life is something
that younger members
have taken note of.
“Juggling school, a social
life and soccer can be
hard in college,” firstyear midfielder AnnaMarie
Dagher
said.
“Kendra has helped ease
the transition for me and
the other freshmen. It is
girls like Kendra who
keep us motivated and
the
momentum
going
throughout the season.”
Ridley herself is simply
focused on keeping the
team united under one
common goal.
“Since we do have
many
new
players,
most of our team hasn’t
competed in an America
East tournament thus far,”
Ridley said. “Many of the

older players and I are
concentrating on helping
the new players adjust to
the demands of season and
to the distractions they will
face. We are really trying
to not let any setbacks get
in our way so that we can
continue to get better every
game in hopes of earning a
spot in the America East
Championship.”
After a heartbreaking
loss to the University of
Hartford last year in the
playoffs, it is obvious: the
Black Bears are back with
a vengeance. No doubt
Ridley will be a player to
watch as the Black Bears
cruise through a season
filled with must watch
match-ups versus dreaded
rival University of New
Hampshire
(Oct.
16)
and the long anticipated
rematch with the University
of Hartford (Oct. 6), last
year’s America East semifinal game winner.
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